Tools with foresight
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Researchers from Aarhus have

developed vatuable toots from

a

thought that arose in the mind
of a German researcher 42 years
ago. In close col[aboration with
the industry and the mititary
around the world, researchers in

the IT City of Katrinebjerg are
working on how to use the tools
based on what is ca[[ed Coloured

Petri Nets
BY I4ALENE GROULEFF

Disastrous errors can be stopped in

tjme when mititary operations are
pLanned. Vatuabte time can be spared
when devetoping and designing new
mobile phones.
Coloured Petri Nets is not a fortune-

tetler.

It is better than that. It

is

graphic toots based on thorough ana§sis rather than guessing and nonsense.
And beyond this it is for free.
The'modetling toots of Cotoured Petri
Nets. a[so cal.l.ed CPN, are so universaL,
that it might sound very abstract when
exp[aining how the theories and tools
can be used; it is atl about simuttaneity, communication and sharing resources, and it js about creating a sotid
overview of compLicated processes.
More and more people a[[ over the

world have reatized that the CPN provides concrete results, Different lines of
business, as from working with traffic
tights in Brasi[a to handLing atomic
disposals
Draw and

in

USA, use

it.

insed information

An important part of the minds behind
the CPN toots are to be found in the IT
City of Katrinebjerg, where the CPN
researchers are Leading on an internatjonaI leve[, and the tools they develop
are unique a[[ over the world. 1,400

researchers from at[ over the world are
on the CPN maiting ['ist that distributes
news about CPN.
The CPN works [ike this; you line up
a sequence or a system. You draw quad-

The rcscrtrrhers in the I'l'{it1t h*ld a
ruause in bath hanas wh*ri usinq the

qr*;shi*l t**t"s, {aiuured P*tri

Nets

rang[es, circles and Lines. You connect

researchers and six student programmers

the elements and feed with data and
programming text on how the parts
"talk together". 1n the CPN [anguage
the elements are caLted ptaces and
what connects them are catled transitions. Then you simpty ctick the ptay
button and simulate what witl happen,
step by step. You may change the criteria and the order and see what this
[eads to.
Søren Christensen, researcher at the
Department of Computer Science at the
University of Aarhus. is one of the driving forces behind the CPN research in

in the IT City of Katrinebjerg, the

Denmark, which centre is in Aarhus.
Together with a group of eight

CPN

group. he is working on developing the
theories and the tools.
- The force of CPN is that it has not
been devetoped for one specific purpose.
but is very generat. The weakness, hor,,ever. is that you often have to tailor
to the applicat'ion domain, Søren

i:

Christensen says.

In cottaboration with Meta Soft,,,a-e
in Boston, USA, the Aarhus researcl:'s
devetoped the CPN tooLs in the eig-r=-..
Søren Christensen and Kurt Jenser
went to Boston for two years. The
Americans were in charge of saLe
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distribution, however, in the rrid
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njneties they chose to withdraw from
the cotlaboration, due to a change in
the company strategy. Thjs [ed to a
change for Søren Christensen and his
coLteagues in the CPN group. They were
a[[owed to take over the tools, ten
years old and a bjt worn out.
- We chose to make the tools avail
abte for free in order to get as many as
possible to use

it

and

to avojd the

use

of resources for distribution and saLe.
In this way the researchers evaluated

t

that it woutd develop the most.

ffi

set of toots in cottaboration with two

;

other groups at the unjversity; partly
group focussing on programming [an-

§

And

jt

did develop.

researchers decided

I

1999 the

CPN

to devetop a

new
a

guages, partty a group with special
expertise in user interfaces. The Last is
cat[ed HCI and stands for Human
Computer Interaction. Its participation
has made it possible to work with the
tools jn a very intuitive way, a[most
tike with LEG0. You use neither menus
nor diaLogue boxes and you can even
work with two mice at a time - one in
each hand.
After a Uttle more than three years
the new set of tooLs was ready. Even

though the theories of CPN are we[[ on
in years they are stiL[ of current interest and have even become more sophis-

tjcated. In a contjnuous process the
researchers are working on the theories,
the practice and the tools. This is a
work in cLose collaboration with severat
instjtutions and companies, whjch have
understood the point of using CPN in
projects.

tocols. to work with the specific type
of machine or the specific type of
usage. In these cases you can use CPN
to develop the new protocols.
Søren Christensen and his col[eagues
are working on a three years project in
co[Laboration with Ericsson Telebit. The
project concerns so-called ad hoc networks with IPv6 protocoLs, where CPN
ptays an important part. It js ca[led ad
hoc because it is about communication
between sensor units moving or Landing in a ptace with no infrastructure.
For example, in case of a serious po[[ution in a specific area you can drop
down sensors from the air to supervise

the situation.
An ISIS project in the IT City of
Katrinebjerg is working on sjmjlar
thoughts: Life WArnings Systems,
LIWAS.

In this case the sensors

are

attached to a car. The idea is that the
car in front of you witl warn the cars
behind about spots of jce on the road.
Instead ofjust driving carefuLly
because of the warnings of the meteorologists about icy patches the cars
exchange precise and relevant informa-

tion. The fotlowing persons are behind
the LIWAS project: Jørn Eskitdsen,
Amfitech ApS, Ktaus Marjus Hansen,
ISIS Katrinebjerg Software, Lars M.
Kristensen, Department of Computer
Science, University of Aarhus and Utrik
MeniLd, LIWAS ApS.

Simultaneous design of insides and
package
When devetoping new mobile phones
Nokia uses CPN to estimate the use of
memory.

Pottution and slippery roads
The CPN is mostly used for protccoLs
that are descriptions on how computers
talk to each other. By these CPN can
reveal communication and Logistics on
an invisibte LeveL. The standardization
of protoco[s is common. However, on
top of the protocots you bui[d new pro-

- It js of great importance that the
designer.

in an early state. is able to

try out and test the "thing" before

it.

When we develop a new
Nokia-phone everything happens simu[-

buitding

taneousty. In fact the construction of
the cover of the phone is jnitiated in a
fabric at the same time as the software

is initiated somewhere else. This means
that before starting the production of
the phone they need to know how
much memory and whjch processors are
needed, explains Søren Christensen.
The CPN tooLs are very adequate for
controL[ing this deve[oping process.
With the CPN toots you can reveal the
problems most crjtical to the resources
of the phone - that is for the memory,
the catcutation and communication. An exampte of thjs could be that the
phone rings at the same time as you
are doing a video recording on the
phone. says Søren Christensen.
The Australian defence ministry is
also coLtaborating with the CPN group

in

Aarhus. The attention of the
Austratians was drawn to the tools
when the Aarhus-researcher Lars
Kristensen went to Adelaide for two
years to do research. In thjs case it is
about precise ptanning of mititary

actions, about preventing communica-

tion faitures and waist of resources.
- They use jt when a Lot of actions
are to happen at the same t'ime wjth

a

limited amount of resources. If they
have to move something from one
place to another, they need to use
trucks of ptanes. When they do this
others cannot use them at the same
t'ime. The order of the actions is therefore of great importance.
By describing atl the etements our
toots can help you find aL[ the possibiLities for putting a ptan together. Taking
our criterja in consideratjon they can
choose the best ptan. The best pLan
could be the fastest, cheapest or safest.
CPN woutd aLso be valuabte for heLp
organisations. where jt is of great
importance which things are done first,

Søren Chrjstensen exptains.
Every autumn the CPN gather about
50 people from atl over the world to a
workshop in Aarhus. Here the industry,
universities and authorities exchange
experiences with the too[s.

